Small-Scale Embedded Generation (SSEG) Tariff Guidelines
This document serves as a starting point to guide municipalities with setting initial SSEG tariffs.

The overarching principle for tariff setting is cost-reflectivity:
A cost-reflective tariff is one that is based on the actual costs of the service delivered. For example,
the fixed (basic monthly) charges to a customer should ideally reflect the fixed costs (i.e. network
maintenance, billing, metering etc.) of supplying the customer. These costs can be determined
through a ‘Cost of Supply’ study that determines such fixed costs per customer category.
Revenue impact
Municipalities are often concerned that SSEG installations will lead to significant revenue reduction.
It is useful to check the revenue impact of different proposed SSEG tariffs to ensure that municipal
income is not being eroded by SSEG rollout1.
With the right tariffs, revenue impact from SSEG installations can be neutral

Reduction
in revenue

Decrease
in costs
SSEG installations result in
both decreases in revenue
AND reduced costs for the
municipality. Setting
suitable tariffs balances
these so municipal revenue
is protected.

Figure 1: Factors affecting SSEG customer impact on municipal revenue
Source: SALGA / GIZ SSEG Revenue Impact Model Guidelines
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This can be done using a spreadsheet tool developed for this purpose: Genesis, GIZ, SALGA Revenue Impact
Tool, Available online: http://cityenergy.org.za/getfile.php?id=437&category=5

The customer’s perspective
SSEG tariff setting should take into account the impact on the business case for the SSEG customer.
Experience in several municipalities indicate that where tariffs result in this SSEG business case being
unviable, customers often still go ahead with SSEG installations, but avoid registering with the
municipality and therefore stay on their original tariff. This is often more financially beneficial for the
customer, but detrimental to municipal revenue. For this reason, care should be taken to balance the
customer’s business case with cost recovery where possible in SSEG tariff setting.
Customer perspective on SSEG payback (generalised):
< 5 year payback
5 – 10 year payback

Attractive for businesses
Acceptable to many businesses

>10 year payback

Less attractive for businesses

Attractive for households
Acceptable but less attractive
for households
Unattractive for households

Due to economies of scale and the mismatch of solar PV generation profiles and household
consumption profiles, it can be difficult to set tariffs which provide an attractive business case for
household customers and recover utility costs. However, with the decreasing price of PV, this is
expected to change rapidly in years to come. For commercial customers, on the other hand, in most
cases it is possible to set tariffs such that the business case is attractive and municipal revenue is
protected.

Tariff types and how they should change for SSEG customers
Residential one-part tariffs
Residential customers are often charged only for each kWh consumed:
𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑩𝒊𝒍𝒍 = (𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆) ∗ (𝒌𝑾𝒉 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒅)
With the installation of SSEG, the kWhs consumed by the customer is likely to decrease. Customers
on such a tariff should change to a SSEG tariff which, firstly, includes a fixed charge so that even if kWh
sales reduce dramatically, the fixed costs of the municipality are still recovered. Secondly, the tariff
should include an export component (also called a feed-in tariff or FIT) to compensate the customer
for kWhs reverse-fed onto the municipal grid (i.e. it becomes a three-part tariff). Currently in South
Africa, all SSEG export tariffs compensate the customer by crediting their bill and no money changes
hands. Furthermore, unused credit is cleared on an annual basis so that liabilities do not accumulate

Residential SSEG Tariff Principle: Introducing a Fixed Charge is important to recover
network and service costs - it should only be reflective of the fixed costs incurred by
supplying that customer.
𝑺𝑺𝑬𝑮 𝑪𝒖𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒎𝒆𝒓 𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑩𝒊𝒍𝒍
= (𝒇𝒊𝒙𝒆𝒅 𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆) + (𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆) ∗ (𝒌𝑾𝒉 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒅)
− (𝒆𝒙𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒊𝒇𝒇) ∗ (𝒌𝑾𝒉 𝒆𝒙𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕𝒆𝒅)

Existing tariffs with fixed charges (commercial, industrial or residential)

𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑩𝒊𝒍𝒍 = (𝒇𝒊𝒙𝒆𝒅 𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆) + (𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆) ∗ (𝒌𝑾𝒉 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒅)
With the installation of SSEG, the kWh purchased from the municipality is likely to reduce for these
customers. However, if the fixed charge is set at a reasonable amount, the municipality’s fixed costs
should still be adequately covered. In addition, reduced Eskom bulk-purchase costs save the
municipality money. While commercial SSEG customers generally export a lower share of the
electricity they generate, it is also fair to set an export tariff for these customer classes. Most South
African municipalities currently keep the SSEG export tariff common across customer classes for
simplicity. The export tariff should allow the municipality to on-sell this exported energy at a profit
(in the same way that they on-sell Eskom kWh at a profit), which contributes to revenue protection. A
suitable SSEG tariff for customers with an existing fixed charge is also therefore a three-part tariff:
𝑺𝑺𝑬𝑮 𝑪𝒖𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒎𝒆𝒓 𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑩𝒊𝒍𝒍
= (𝒇𝒊𝒙𝒆𝒅 𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆) + (𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆) ∗ (𝒌𝑾𝒉 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒅)
− (𝒆𝒙𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒊𝒇𝒇) ∗ (𝒌𝑾𝒉 𝒆𝒙𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕𝒆𝒅)

Existing tariffs with demand charges
Installing SSEG will only have a small impact on the maximum demand of the customer and this tariff
component should generally remain unaltered. This is because on cloudy days, the SSEG customer
will continue drawing the full demand from the municipal network.
Overall, tariff components can be set so that positive and negative factors balance and revenue
impact is minimal. It is possible to even set SSEG tariffs that are revenue positive but caution should
be exercised as NERSA regulations are clear that tariffs should reflect actual costs of supply for a
customer class plus a regulated margin.

Revenue Impact Case Studies

% change in revenue after introduction of
SSEG tariff

Cape Town Residential Tariff Case Study
Blue line: Current residential
SSEG 3-part tariff – revenue
positive for municipality (Fixed
Charge R375/month)
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Grey line: Lower Fixed
Charge (R200/month) –
revenue neutral for
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Penetration
Fixed: 375R/m, Export: 73 c/kWh
Fixed Charge removed, Export: 73 c/kWh
Fixed Charge: R200/month, Export: 73 c/kWh

Figure 2: Revenue impact % (y-axis) for different SSEG penetration rates (x-axis)

Orange line: No Fixed Charge
– becomes revenue negative

Commercial SSEG Tariff Principle: Commercial customers often consume most of their
kWhs generated from the SSEG (as they use energy mainly during the day), thus are not
sensitive to export tariffs. Fixed charges matter for them.
Blue line: Current
Commercial SSEG Tariff slightly revenue negative
(R2183 Fixed Charge and
10c/kWh Export tariff)

Tshwane Commercial Tariff Case Study
% change in revenue after
introduction of SSEG tariff
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Grey line: A fixed charge of
2850/month results in a negligible
revenue impact for the
municipality (but see footnote2)
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Penetration
Fixed Charge: R2183/month
Export: 10c/kWh

Fixed: R2183/month
Export: 70c/kWh

Fixed: R2850/month
Export: 70c/kWh
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Orange line: Changing only
the Export Tariff from
10c/kWh to 70c/kWh
doesn’t impact municipal
revenue (since commercial
customers rarely export)

Figure 3: Revenue impact % (y-axis) for different SSEG penetration rates (x-axis)2

Guidelines for setting SSEG tariffs
A central principle in tariff setting is cost reflectivity, and all municipal electricity tariffs, including SSEG
tariffs, should work towards this. Undertaking a Cost of Supply (CoS) study is necessary to clarify what
these costs are and therefore, how tariffs should be adjusted towards being cost-reflective. It is an
important principle that simply protecting revenue in response to penetration of embedded
generation is only an indirect means of ensuring cost recovery for a distribution utility. The costs of
supplying customers should rather be understood, and a tariff built from the bottom-up to be
consistent with regulatory guidelines3. If suitable CoS information is not available, the guidelines
below may be used as a starting point for setting the different components of the SSEG three-part
tariff. It is however advisable to undertake a revenue impact assessment in addition to using the
guidance to verify that selected tariffs balance municipal revenue protection with the customer
business case adequately.
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Simply increasing Fixed Charges to ensure revenue neutrality is not the ideal way to set tariffs. In the longerterm Municipalities should perform Cost of Supply studies to understand their fixed costs for each customer
category, and these should be recovered in the Fixed Charge.
3
See NRS 058

Fixed costs (R/month):
Residential: The publicly available CoS studies4 indicate that typical municipal fixed costs per
residential customer vary widely between as low as R350 and as high as R2000 (e.g. for 80A
3-phase connection) per month. Such charges are likely to be difficult for residential SSEG
customers to digest given the impact on their SSEG business case. Revenue impact
assessments undertaken for a number of municipalities indicate that fixed charges in the
range R200-R400 are likely to provide adequate revenue protection (remember residential
SSEG customers are still typically buying around half the kWh they were from the municipality,
and some fixed costs are still being recovered from these import tariff energy charges).
Commercial/industrial: For customers already on a fixed charge (e.g. commercial customers),
it is often unnecessary to change this charge (unless it is far from being cost-reflective as
demonstrated by a CoS study).
Export tariff (c/kWh):
Export tariffs may be based on the average Eskom bulk purchase kWh cost as a starting point5.
This is typically between 70 and 85c/kWh in municipalities. Many municipalities choose to set
this tariff slightly below the average Eskom cost. Using the average bulk purchase kWh cost as
a reference point can be applied to all SSEG customer categories.
Import tariff (c/kWh):
It is common practice for SSEG tariffs to maintain the same import kWh tariff as for non-SSEG
customers. This is partly for billing simplicity (over time these tariffs should be informed by
CoS information and tariffs should move to cost-reflectivity). In the case of residential
customers, this often results in some fixed cost recovery via the import (c/kWh) tariff, which
helps preserve municipal revenue.
Note: The above SSEG tariff guidelines are generalised, and their appropriateness will vary for different
municipalities. Ideally their suitability should firstly be informed by a CoS study, and secondly be
checked by undertaking a revenue impact assessment (e.g. using the Revenue Impact spreadsheet
tool6).
Additional considerations:
•
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Residential Time-of-Use tariffs: Putting residential SSEG customers on a Time of Use (ToU) tariff is
desirable in the long-term because the tariff levels can be set relative to actual Eskom energy bulk
purchase costs (which are ToU). Unless the necessary metering and associated charges are
carefully thought, through however, this complicates the value proposition for small SSEG
systems. Simpler flat tariffs for LV SSEG customers are likely to be more appropriate for smaller
municipal distribution utilities getting started with an SSEG tariff structure.

Tshwane, Ekurhuleni, Cape Agulhas, NMBM – note that because residential customers don’t pay demand
charges, fixed costs should cover the demand impacts
5
In the future, it is expected that generating electricity from even small scale solar will become significantly
cheaper than from fossil fuels. This would make it possible for distribution utilities to offer green electricity
priced independently from a fossil intensive grid supply. In this case the export tariff would need to be linked
to the value of the solar electricity, at that specific time of day, rather than being linked to Eskom bulk
purchase price.
6
Genesis, GIZ, SALGA. Revenue Impact Tool, Available online:
http://cityenergy.org.za/getfile.php?id=437&category=5

•

Batteries: Energy storage is coming. Prices are declining steadily. It will become financially viable
for customers to disconnect completely from the municipal grid and supply their own power at
some point. Municipalities need to consider how to incentivise customers to stay on the municipal
grid, one such way through their tariffs. This is where ToU tariffs that incentivise utility access to
storage can benefit both customer and utility (customers can store energy at off-peak times and
release it onto the grid during peak periods).
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